


CHALLENGES OF VI GRADUATES DURING 
GRADUATION CEREMONY AT THE 

HISTORICALLY DISADVANTAGE UNIVERSITY IN 
SOUTH AFRICA(with special reference to the University of Limpopo)



“Education is the most powerful weapon 
which you can use to change the world.” 

-NELSON MANDELA





• University of Limpopo is located in the rural area known as Mankweng, 
Limpopo, South Africa.  The University is categorised as one of the Historically 
Disadvantaged Black Universities. 

• During apartheid era, the University was denied important crucial basic 
infrastructure and human resources which ought to be used to facilitate and 
enhance teaching and learning; denial was extended to people with 
disabilities.

• In today`s South Africa, the right to education is enshrined in the Constitution 
of the Republic of South Africa, 1996.

• The constitution mandates that everyone is entitled to access adequate 
education, including people with  disability. 

INTRODUCTION



The process of accessing and acquiring 
education starts from admission up until 
graduation.  Graduation, therefore, is the 

hallmark of successful completion of a 
university education.  This is one of the 

greatest accomplishment any student can 
achieve.

INTRODUCTION (Cont.)



•Graduation serves as a relish in academic 
achievement and way for parents to celebrate and 
show how proud they are of their children.

•Graduation is the landmark in everyone`s lifetime 
moment worth remembering and cherished.

• It should be the benefit of all graduates regardless of 
disability.

INTRODUCTION (Cont.)



•Error and trial 

•Pseudo O&M was practised in the past

•Graduation attendance

WHAT USED TO BE THE NORM?



• Reasonable accommodation;
• Separate seating;
• Pulling or pushing by School Administrators;
• Guide keeping tight contact when graduate is capped, robed and posing for 

photo shoots;
• Not allowed to use stairways;
• Dropping of graduation hood;
• No accurate positioning when taking stage photos;
• Graduates being overwhelmed and causing unnecessary mistakes;
• Handing over and taking back the name card; and
• Risk of disgrace and shame.

CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED DURING GRADUATION



•Offer training on basic sighted-guide skills to Schools 
Administrators;
• Invite visually impaired graduates to come a day before 
the ceremony;
•Orientate visually impaired graduates with the venue a 
day before the ceremony;
•Revise their sighted-guide skills;
•Be part of the Graduation Task Team; and
• Assist visually impaired graduates to follow the entire 

process till end of the ceremony.

HOW DO WE OVERCOME THESE CHALLENGES?



•Sighted guide methods/techniques
➢ Making Contact

➢ Sighted Guide Grip

➢Positioning of Guide and Visually Impaired Graduate

➢ Speed of Walking

➢ Aisle Seating

➢ Ascending and Descending Stairs

METHOD(S) USED



•To give required assistance during graduation 
ceremony.

•To make graduation feasible and convenient for 
visually impaired graduates.

•To promote attendance and participation.

ROLE OF O&M PRACTITIONER DURING 
GRADUATION CEREMONY





•2011 Census data showed that the majority of  persons with 
disabilities aged 20–24 years were not attending tertiary 
institutions

•Only one-fifth of persons with disabilities were attending 
tertiary education

•Attendance was highest among the White section of the 
population

• Highest portion of person aged 20 years and above from rural 
areas found not to have formal education 

WHY SHOULD VI ATTEND GRADUATION 
CEREMONY?



• The South Africa tertiary education statistics shows that the 
majority of Blacks with disabilities do not attend tertiary 
education.  

•As such, any graduation of visually impaired graduates implies 
overcoming the disgrace and shame that was unnecessarily put 
on the family by the community.  

•Concomitantly, this involves the breaking of the stigma that 
comes with disabilities and also serves as motivation by itself.

•Even to date, in some quarters, the graduate might be the first 
in the family’s generation, if not in the whole community.

Contextually



The profound change we need in life is based on 
challenging the way we continue doing things. 
We need to change our current beliefs, habit 

and attitude towards visually impaired 
graduates so that we have clear understanding 

of the non-discriminatory graduation 
ceremonies. 

CONCLUSION



Thank You


